Wing-A-Ray Instructions

2. Slide the grooves located inside the “Bite Arms” on the Wingers-A into the prongs located
at the one end of the Wing-A-Ray marked “ANT” (Anterior). The outside set of prongs will
accept the large (for #2 sensor) Wingers-A, the inside set will accept the small (for #1
sensor) Wingers-A.

ATTACHMENT PRONGS

* IMPORTANT - please read
CABLE CLIP

ANTERIOR END

SENSOR BAY

3. The cable can be held by the “Cord Clip” located at the center of the tool.

SENSOR SUPPORTS

Posterior:
INTERNAL GROOVES

POSTERIOR END

Wing-A-Ray is a digital X-ray, bi-secting angle technique tool for use with disposable Wingers
sensor holders. Wing-A-Ray will help you produce technically perfect Anterior and Posterior
images quickly and efficiently. Please read the following directions for placing your digital
sensor in the Wing-A-Ray tool.

1. Slide the digital sensor into the Wingers-P sensor holder, exposure side facing the arrowed
edges. Sensor should be more or less centered in holder. (An infection control barrier can be
used over the sensor when using the digital sensor in the Wingers-P holder).

*You will need to have both a Wingers-A and a Wingers-P disposable sensor holder to utilize Wing-A-Ray.
“BITE ARMS”
GROOVE

2. Slide the I-beam post located on the side of the sensor holder into one of the internal
grooves inside the “Sensor Bay” located at the one end of the Wing-A-Ray marked “POS”
(Posterior).
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1. Slide the digital sensor into the Wingers-A sensor holder, exposure side facing arrowed
edge. Bottom of sensor should be flush with bottom of Wingers-A sensor Holder. (An
infection control barrier can be used over the sensor when using the digital sensor in the
Wingers-A holder).

ARROWED EDGES

*

3. *IMPORTANT : To Obtain U. Right, L.Left and U.Left, L.Right images, note the letters
provided on each side of the posterior end of the tool. Patient should bite on the surface containing the letter of the image you wish to obtain. Therefore, the exposure side of the sensor
(facing the arrowed edges) should face the letters of the image you desire. The I-beam on
the sensor holder will slide into the groove on the OPPOSITE side. To obtain lower images,
turn the tool upside down.
Example: To secure Upper Right or Lower Left images, slide the I-Beam on the sensor
holder into the OPPOSITE side marked “UL & LR”. Arrowed side of sensor holder and exposure side of sensor should now face side marked “UR & LL”. The cable should follow back
to the “Cable Clip”.

Pats. Pend.

